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1. Introduction

The reactions of relevance to a better understanding of the physics of
the plasma edge and to neutral beam diagnostics may be summarized as
follows:

For atomic hydrogen targets, cross sections for total charge transfer
(which includes all final bound states of the product ion)

H -> X<<1-1)+ + H+

and for state selective capture in which the (n,£) product state is
specified

H -> x(<l-1)+ (n,a) + H+

ionization

Xi+ + H •• X°-+ + H+ + e

and excitation where (n,Jl) states are specified

X°.+ + H -»• X<1+ + H(n,C)

are all of interest.

For H 2 targets we have in addition, dissociative one-electron capture

X°-+ + H 2 •* X^"
1)" 1" + H+ + H

dissociative single ionization

X<1+ + H 2 -» X<1
+ + H+ + H + e

two-electron capture

X<J+ + H 2 -»• x(q-
2) + + H+ + H+

transfer ionization

X^+ + H 2 •»• x(
<J-1)+ + H+ + H + + e

(which includes a contribution from autoionizing double capture) and
double ionization

H 2 -> X<1
+ + H+ + H + + 2e

For He targets, the processes of two electron capture, double
ionization and transfer ionization must be considered together with the
above processes for atomic hydrogen.
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Ions of Fe, Ni, Ti and Cr are typical of a number of metallic impurity
species in fusion plasmas and data are required for charge states ranging
from q = 1 to fully stripped at energies from ~ 10 eV u~l to ~ 1 MeV u"1.

2. Total Cross Sections for Electron Capture

Some experimental data are available (see Table 1) for Feq+ ions in
H, H2 and He for q between 3 to 26 at energies within the range-0.01 -
14,262 keV u~l although there are many gaps. For q > 5 and energies
below about 25 keV u~l cross sections are only weakly dependent on
energy and increase with q. This behaviour is characteristic of partially
ionized heavy ions where electron capture takes place through a number of
curve crossings2. At higher energies where cross sections decrease
rapidly with increasing velocity, cross sections for q > 5 scale as qn

where n (typically between 2 and 3) varies slowly with velocity.

Table 1: Experimental Data on Total Electron Capture Cross
Sections for Feq+ Ions1

Target

H> H2

TT TJ

n, n 2

H2

H

TT TJ

n, 1I2

^2

^2

2

He

Charge

3

5,

3,

4

4

11

3
9
16
20

20

26

= q

6

5

= q

= q

= q
9
12

= q
= q
= q
= q

= q

State

^ 14

^ 13

^ 15

^ 22

^ 13
^ 16
^ 22
^ 25

^ 25

Energy Range
keV u"1

0.01 - 0.095

0.3 - 2.2

0.02 - 0.05

27 - 290

60 - 161

1,100
277

14,262

103
294

1,160
3,400

3,400

7,143

Accuracy

25%

20% H
15% H2

?

35%

20% H
15% H2

15%

20%

20%

45%

Reference

Phaneuf26

Crandall et al 2 7

Huber and Kahlert28

Gardner et al2^

Meyer at al 3 0

Berkner et al1^

Berkner et al 3 1

Berkner et al 3 2

Jolly et al 3 3

Phaneuf et al1 have considered the available experimental and theoretical
data for H and H2 and shown that these can be described in terms of
empirical scaling relations using reduced cross sections £ = o/q and
reduced energy g = E/ql/2, The data follow well defined curves over a wide
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range of reduced energies with an r.m.s. deviation of only 25%. The
following form is given for the cross sections o(q,E)

o ( q > E ) .

1 + C(E//q) +

where values of the parameters A, B, C and D are tabulated1. Recent
calculations^ provide further support of this scaling relation for wide
range of charge states in H. Predictions are also given for He (where
experimental data are very sparse) with an estimated r.m.s. deviation of
70%.

For T19+ ions the only experimental data^ available are for Ti 2 +

ions in H and H 2 at energies ranging from 3-1000 keV with an accuracy of
about 10%. Cross sections for the near resonant Ti^+ -H process are in
good agreement with cross sections for the inverse Ti+ -H+ process at
the same c m . energies4.

The only calculations for Ti^+ collisions are those for Ti^+ +H.
The cross sections were predicted for energies from ~ 100 eV u~^ to 80
keV u~l using both the molecular orbital** and atomic orbital?
methods. There are also some calculations** for Ti^+ -H + charge
transfer (i.e. the inverse of Ti 4 + - H ) .

Although specific data on Ti<l+, Cr<l+ and Ni^+ are very limited, a
general scaling prediction8 is available from which total one-electron
capture cross sections for species with q ^ 5 may be inferred with an
accuracy to within about 50% over a very wide velocity range. It should
be emphasised that this generalised scaling does not apply to low charge
states q < 5.

There are no data for two-electron capture for the species of present
interest. However, measurements9 with many other heavy partially
ionized species at energies below about 10 keV amu~l indicate that while
cross sections for two-electron capture are generally smaller than those
for one-electron caputre, the relative importance of the two-electron
capture processes increases with q.

The transfer ionization process in H2 and He can provide a very
important contribution to total electron capture particularly at the lower
impact energies^. At energies above 50 ql'2 key u~l, ionization
will provide the main contribution to the electron removal process.

At low impact energies, for high values of q there are data which
suggest that for a helium target, one-electron capture may also favour
simultaneous excitation of the target^.

3. State-Selective Electron Capture

There are no experimental data for the species of present interest. At
energies below about 25 keV u"1 electron capture by partially ionized
species is likely to be influenced by a number of curve crossings which
are specific to particular collision systems. General scaling procedures
of the type to describe total electron capture cross sections are therefore
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inappropriate. Experimental data for partially ionized argon^2 ions in
H are illustrative of the general pattern. Multi-channel Landau-Zener
calculations can often be used to identify the dominant collision channels,
but generally do not provide quantitative information of the required
accuracy. Much better accuracy can be achieved in quantum mechanical
calculations, at least in cases of closed-shell projectile ions, and some
calculations are available6*7 for Ti 4 +, Cr 6 + and Fe°+ + H collisions.

At energies above about 50 keV u~l CTMC calculations have provided
useful data on one-electron capture for carbon and oxygen ions and have
been extended to the species of present interest3»13. However, for He
and H2 targets, this approach cannot be considered reliable due to the
difficulty of describing the competition from two-electron processes.

4. Ionization

There are practically no experimental data for the species of present
interest. Limited measurements have been carried o u t ^ only for Fe^+

in H2 for q between 3 and 59 at energies within the range 0.31 to 4.65
MeV u"-̂ . However, the pattern of ionization in H above 200 keV u~l is
well established from measurements^ with a wide range of ion species.
At these high velocities cross sections for ionization at a particular
impact velocity increase according to qn for q > 5 where n varies slowly
with velocity.

In addition, Gillespie^-6 has developed a scaling relation for ions
with q ^ Z/2 within the Bethe-Born approximation which provides a good
description of the experimental data" (even when q < Z/2) for a number
of different ions ranging from protons to argon and q up to 8 in H for
energies (E/A)/q ^ 30 keV u~l. Expressions of the same functional
form have also been found to satisfactorily describe the available
experimental data for H2 and He targets.

A general scaling relation for cross sections for electron removal
(dominated by ionization above 300 keV amu~l) based on CTMC predictions3>17
provides an approximate description of available experimental data for q
between 1 and 50 and energies between 50 and 1000 keV u~l. Similar o7q
and E/q scalings^-^ reduce CTMC results for H2 and He targets to a
common curve for Fe1+ and q ^ 5. The scaling is inappropriate for
lower values of q.

At energies significantly below the peak in the ionization cross
section, experimental data are very sparse and it is therefore difficult
to identify the range of validity of theoretical predictions at the
present time.

5. Excitation

The data base for hydrogen excitation in X^+ -H collisions at energies
above some 10 keV u~l q~ has been evaluated recently^ and found to be well
described (in the Janev-Presnyakov2^ (o/q vs. E/q)-scaling representation)
by an empirical universal curve due to Lodge et al2*, except at energies
below 100 keV u~l q~^. In the energy regime between 10 and 100 keV
u~l q~l there are no experimental data except for H + projectiles while
results from various theoretical assessments for projectiles of higher
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q diverge considerably. These results together with some new theoretical
predictions?*22 indicate that low-energy excitation cross sections do not
obey Janev-Presnyakov scaling and hence deviate greatly from the curve due
to Lodge et al.

Excitation cross sections in Xi + -He collisions have been measured23"25

for a number of projectile states and a selection of final excited He
states. Their general behaviour is very similar to the case of excitation
of atomic hydrogen. Approximate scaling of these cross sections with
charge q has been demonstrated recently". This is the case particularly
for the optically allowed transitions cross sections for q > 1 from
measurements2^*25 for proton impact. The scaling relation deteriorates
at energies below some 50 keV u~l q~* and is not considered valid below
25 keV u"1 q"1.

6. Conclusions

Although specific data on collision processes involving Fe, Ni, Ti and
Cr ions in H, H£ and He are sparse, general scaling relations should
allow the prediction (with an accuracy generally within 50%) of total
one-electron capture cross sections and ionization cross sections for
initial charge states q ^ 5 over a wide velocity range. There is also
evidence that scaling relations may also be applied to collisions
involving excitation. However for low impact velocities and for ions of
low q where these scaling procedures are generally invalid, specific
measurements and calculations are required.

In the case of state selective electron capture where scaling
procedures are invalid there is an urgent need for reliable data on each
collision combination. In experiments where metastable as well as ground
state primary ions are often present, it is essential to avoid ambiguities
in interpretation. Cross sections specific to ground and metastable
primary species are required.

Data for excited target species (especially H) are required. At
present there are very few measurements or calculations for any primary
ion species.

Data for charge transfer and ionization in ion-ion collisions would be
of interest. While collisions of both singly and multiply ionized
metallic ions with protons are of relevance, collisions with He ions are
also important in the context of alpha particle heating.

There are a number of laboratories with well established programmes
which might contribute to an improved database. Further experimental
measurements would appear to within the capacity of the groups in Belfast
(Gilbody), Oak Ridge (Phaneuf), Groningen/Amsterdam (Morgenstern and de
Heer), Aarhus (Anderson and Hvelplund), Stockholm (Barany), Tokyo
(Kaneko), Giessen (Salzborn) and Leningrad (Afrosimov). Further
calculations seem appropriate to the interests of the groups in
Rolla-Missouri (Olson), Berlin (Fritsch), Belfast (Crothers), Moscow
(Presnyakov), Paris (McCarroll), Paris (Katsonis), Rosario (Rivarola),
Aarhus (Taulbjerg), Durham (Bransden, Ermolaev), Argonne (Kimura)and
Kansas State (Shingal, Lin).
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